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SUMMARY
Remotely sensed spectral reflectance, optical properties, and limited
chemical and physical properties were measured in the laboratory for three
mixtures containing filtered, deionized water and Calvert clay and two
mixtures containing filtered, deionized water, Calvert clay, and a nonfluor-
escing dye. These data were measured and are being presented for possible
use as inputs to analytical models to predict upwelled reflectance values.
Optical parameters include color, spectral variations of beam attenua-
tion coefficient, absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient, single-
scattering albedo, volume-scattering function, backscattering coefficient,
and diffuse-attenuation coefficient. Parameters obtained by remote sensing
include apparent upwelled radiance and reflectance at wavelengths between
400 nm and 800 nm. Physical and chemical properties of the mixtures include
total suspended solids, nonfluorescing dye concentration, iron concentration,
and particle size distribution.
Total suspended solids concentrations ranged from 6.1 ppm to 24.3 ppm
and sizes ranged between 1.5 _m and I0 _m with the most frequently occurring
size less than 2 _m. Iron concentration was less than 1 percent of the total
suspended solids. Nonfluorescing dye concentrations of the mixtures were
20 ppm and 40 ppm. Attenuation coefficients for the five mixtures ranged
from 4.8 m-I to 21.3 m"I.
Variations in volume scattering function With phase angle were typical.
Variations in attenuation and absorption coefficient with wavelength were
similar for the mixtures without the dye. Attenuation coefficients of the
mixtures with the dye increased for wavelengths less than 600 nm due to the
strong absorption peak near 500 nm. Reflectance increased as the concen-
tration of Calvert clay increased and peaked near 600 nm. The nonfluorescent
dye decreased the magnitude of the peak, but had practically no effect on
the variation of reflectance for wavelengths greater than 640 nm. The
spectral variations of the mixtures with the dye were significantly different
from those mixtures without the dye for wavelengths less than 600 nm.
INTRODUCTION
Aircraft and satellite data have shown that remote-sensing techniques
can be used to detect differences in water properties. Various types of
particulates and dissolved compounds give rise to changes in water color and
near infrared upwelled radiation characteristics. The optical mechanisms for
these changes are not well understood and remain a critical limiting factor
in the reliable interpretation of remote-sensing data. A number of optical
physics models have been developed for relatively clear ocean waters (see
references I-5). These models may quantitatively explain the optical mechan-
isms which cause the remote-sensing signal, but they have not been tested in
highly turbid waters because of the lack of experimental data.
To advance the state of remote-sensing technology, the Langley Research
Center has initiated a laboratory and field experiments program for the measure-
ment of turbid water parameters including in situ optical, chemical, and physical
properties and remotely sensed spectral radiance and reflectance. It is
expectedthat data from these experimentsmay aid in Lhe testingand verifi-
cation of variousopticalmodels which calculateupwelled reflectancewith
given values for variousunderwateroptical_parameters. Resultsof a field
experimentto measure some of these parameterswere reported,in reference.6...
The purposeof this paper is to presentresulltsof a laboratory
experiment in which Calvert clay was mixed_with a_nonfluoresi¢ing dye in a
large water tank. These data were measured specifi;cally for use as inputs
to analytical mode,ls to predict upwelled radianc_e values.. Preliminary models
were developed by the. Mitre: Corporation. A, description of the modeling
approach and results of a sensitivity stud.y_concerning the design of the
experimen_tal!facilitywere reportedin references7 and 8. Another study
dealing:with variationsin the characteristics,Of the backscatteredradiance
as a res.u_Itof changes in the scatteringfunctionhas been reportedin
reference9.
Opticalparameterspresentedi_nthis paper consistof water color
and spectralvariations (between450 nm and 800 nm)of beam attenuation
coeffi.cient(m), absorptioncoefficient(a),.scatteringcoefficient(s),.
n_
singlescatteringalbedo (too),volume-scatteri.:ngfunction ((3(0)),back-
s_catteri;ng:coeffi:cients((b*), (b*/a),.(b*/s)),and diffuseattenuation
coeffi.eient(k). Remotelysensed parameterstob_ shown consistof apparent
upwe.lled::radiance,Lz, and reflec.tance,Pz_"at wavelengths,._, be_tween
40.0nm and 800 nm. Measured proper:...tiesof.thewater samplesconsistedof
t_o_al!_'suspendedsol!iris,non.fluoresci'ngdye concen_tra,tiQn_,iron:Goncentration,
and pa_ic:l',esize distribution.
SYMBOLS
-I
a: abs,orp,tion co.effi_cien,t,, m-
B fraction of s: sca.t,tered .in back hemi!s_pherefrom,
7./2to 7, = b*/s.
-.l
b* backscatteringcoefficient,m
F functionof s scatteredin forwardhemispheref_om.0 to
_/"2, = l - B
-,]
K diffuseattenuationcoefficient,m
Lso upwelledspectralradianceaboveowatersurfa.cefrQm.l_O0
percentdiffusereflector,mW:/cm,_ - sr -nm
Lz apparent upwelledspectralra,.diian.ceabove:water surface,.
mW/cm2 - sr - nm
-l.
s scatteringcoefficient,m
-lbeam attenuation coe.fi_icient, m
_3(0) volume scatteringfuncti_orl.,m-I sr-I
2
wavelength, nm
Pz apparent upwelled spectral reflectance above water surfaces,percent of input (relative to a I00 percent diffuse reflector)
@ scattering or phase angle, deg
0o solar zenith angle, deg
standard deviation of measurement error
mo single scattering albedo, = s/a
LABORATORYAND EQUIPMENT
Figure 1 is a sketch of the laboratory arrangement. The water tank
volume is approximately 14.7 m3. Generally, for convenience, II,600 liters
of water are used in the tank for an experiment. The inside walls of the
tank are painted black to minimize reflections. In previous experiments,
several types of base water have been used in the tank including water
pumped from the Back River (ref. I0), artificial seawater (ref. II), and
filtered and deionized water (ref. 12). During an experiment, the circulation
system keeps the water in motion so that particles up to I00 _m (specific
gravity less than 2.6) are kept in suspension (ref. 12).
The solar simulator spectral input to the water surface is similar to
the air-mass-zero Sun (ref. 13). Test data supplied by the manufacturer of
the simulator show the energy distribution between 400 nm and 800 nm to be
within +I0 percent of the air-mass-zero Sun and total intensity within
+1.4 percent for all wavelengths. The rapid-scanning spectrometer views
_he illuminated surface through a telephoto lens so that less than 3 percent
of the surface area illuminated by the solar simulator beam is in the field
of view of the spectrometer. Results of a study reported in references 7 and
8 showed that this characteristic adequately simulates actual field conditions.
A number of instruments were utilized for the optical measurements in
this study. A summary of the different instruments and their performance
capabilities is given in table I.
Optical measurements of _ and B(@) at small angles (@ = 0.370 ,
0.75 °, and 1.5 °) were made every 50 nm for 450 nm <_< 800 nmwith a
spectral resolution of 10 nm. The Langley-develope_Small Angle Scattering
Meter (SASM)was used for these m and B(@) measurements. The SASM
• operates on the same optical principle as the Scripps Institute of Oceanography
ALSCATinstrument (see ref. 14). To achieve high-turbidity capability,
SASMmeasurements are made using various lengths of sample laboratory cells
rather than in situ as ALSCAT. Repetitive measurements indicate that the
standard deviation (0) of the SASMmeasurements was better than +5 percent
for m and +12 percent for B(@).
Measurements of a at wavelengths and spectral resolution identical
to those of SASMwere made with the Langley SPectral Absorption Coefficient
Instrument (SPACl). This instrument used the measurement approach of reference 15,
3
and is describedin more detail by Cherdakand Friedman(ref. 15). A series
of unpublishedlaboratoryexperimentsconductedwith SPACI and SASM indicate
that SPACI may be used to measure spectralvariationof the absorption
coefficientfor turbid waters having O.l m'l < a < 15 m-l. Repeti_tivetes:ts
and analysesindicatea standarddeviationof +O.lim-l for O.l m-l < a < l m-l
and .lO percentfor I m-l < a < 15 m-l in the SPACI measurements.
m
Large-anglemeasurementsof (8(@)) were mad_ewith a Brice-Phoenix
(BP) light scatteringphotometerwhich had been modified to.give spectral
data. A tungstenlamp replacedthe original l_ightsource and a filter
wheel systemwas added so that measurementsco_uldbe made every 50 nm from
45.0nm to 800 nm. Modificationswere made to increasedetectorsensitivity
and.the range of measurementangles.
EXPERIMENTALMETH.ODS
Experimentalproceduresused were similarto proceduresused in other
experimentsin this laboratory(refs. lO, II, 12) and for that reason only
a brief descriptionwill be given in this paper.
The water tank was filled with ll,600liters of filteredand d.eionized
water and the solar simulatorlight beam was projectedinto the tank as
illustratedin figure I. One hundred(lO0) grams of Calvert clay were added
tO the tank to form mixture MI-07 (see table II). This mixturewas allowed
to circulatefor approximately20 minutesto achievea uniform distribution
of the clay in the water column. After the clay had.mixedthoroughly,the
upwelTed radiancewas measured with the spectrometermounted over the tank
(see fig. l). The second mixture,MI-08, was formed by adding 125 gm of
Calvertclay to the first mixture, MI,07. Similarprocedureswere used to
form the other mixtures listed in table II and to measurethe up_elled
radiance for each mixture. Periodicallyduring the experiment,radiance
measurementswere made of the input solar spectrumusing a 99 percentdiffuse
refle_tor. These measurementswere used in the calculationof reflectance
for each mixture.
A sample of each mixture was analyzed for selectedphysical and chemical
propertiesand the resultsare presentedin table II. •MixturesM!-l.Oand
MI-ll were formed by adding the nonfluorescingdye withoutadding additional
Calvertclay. Particlesize ranges were obtainedfrom Coulteran.alysis.
Actual size distributionsare shown in figure2. Reference17 shows resultsof
a previousstudy of particlesize distributionand clay mineral contentof
Calvertclay using pipetteanalysisand x-ray diffractiontechniques.
Reference12 presentsresultsof a previousexperimentin this !aboratory-to
measure radiance and reflectancespectraof Calvertclaymixed with .filtered.......
and deionizedwater.
Chromaticitycharacteristicsare shown in figure3. These were cal_ulated
from reflectancespectraand Internationalede l'Eclairage(CIE).stan.dB.r:d
functions(see ref. 18). Point S on figure3 representsuniform spectral
intensitywhite color.
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DATARESULTS
Spectral characteristics of beam attenuation, absorption, and scatter-
il_g coefficients, _, a, and s are shown in figure 4 for all the mixtures.
Volume-scattering function, B(e), as a function of phase angle, e, for
wavelengths, X , of 450, 550, 650, and 750 nm for all of the mixtures are
shown in figure 5. Curves of _(0) for other X are similar and are not
, shown for brevity. Beamattenuation, a, and B(O) were measured in
increments of 50 nm between 450 and 800 nm, and values of _(8) were
corrected for effects of absorption along the sample path length discussed:
° in reference 19. Spectral resolution and inaccuracies of these measure-
ments are specified in table I and values are listed in table III.
Scattering coefficients were calculated quasi-independently by
integrating values of _(0) and by subtracting the absorption coefficient
from the beamattenuation coefficient, i.e.,
IT
s = 2_ _(0) sin 0 dO (I)
and
s = c_- a (2)
To perform the integration in equation (I), smooth functions of B(@) as
a function of phase angle, @ , for each X were generated by computer in
log space using cubic spline curve fits of the measured values of B(@).
Gaps in the measured values of _(0) were then filled by these computed
points to assist in the generation of s_ooth functions of B(O) sin 0 in
linear space for phase angles between 0v to 180v.
For convenience, a scattering probability function, i.e.,
@
2_ f B(@) sin @d@ (3)P(O)
= T Yo
was defined in terms of s from equation (I). This function and the
measured m were used in an analytical model of the absorption meter employ-
ing Monte Carlo simulation methods to quantify the true value of the absorption
coefficient, a (see ref. 20). The measured values of a, as derived from
• the basic instrument equation (see ref. 20), have a systematic error which
was corrected by an iterative process to yield the true value of a (see
ref. 19). This was done by initializing the simulation using measured values
of _ and a and corrected values of _(O) to compute s and P(O) using
equations (1) and (3). Using values of a from the initial computation, new
values of B(O), s, and P(O) were generated. The iteration converges when
changes in P(O) are small for all angular intervals in equation (3). The
resulting true values of a are then used to compute s from equation (2).
Values of s computed from equations (I), s (int), and (2), s (meas), are
listed in table Ill.
Backscattercoefficients, b*, were computedby
,.TT
b* : 27T I _(6) sin 6 d@ (4)J_T/2
and are listed in table III and plottedin figure 6 as a functionof
wavelength. The uncertaintyin b* is difficultto establishsince
B(6) sin 6 in equation (4) is actuallya functionfitted to discrete.
measurementsof 6(8) and 9.
Single-scatteringalbedo, m , characteristicswere calculatedfrom s
and m. Figure 7 shows these val_esas a functionof wavelength. All of
the mixtures had a predominanceof scatteringat all wavelengths. Single-
scatteringalbedo was practicallyconstantfor MI-07, MI-08, and MI-09 for
all wavelengthsbelow 700 nm. The absorptionpropertiesof water would
account for the decrease in m above 700 nm. The nonfluorescingdye
absorptionpeak near 500 nm is°apparentfor MI-lO and MI-ll, although
scatteringactually increasedat all wavelengthswhen the dye was added to
MI-09 (see fig. 4(c) also).
Variationsof the ratios of backscatteringcoefficientto scattering
coefficientand absorptioncoefficientwith wavelengthare _hown in figure 8.
These parametersare of interestto oceanographersas inputs to opticalmodels.
The ratios b*/a and b*/s are requiredinputs for models discussed in
references2 and 3, for example,where b*/s = B is the fractionof light
scatteredin the backward hemisphere.
Another parameterof interestis the diffuseattenuationcoefficient
K shRwn in figure 9.. This parameterwas estimatedfor a solar zenith angle
of 15V (incidenceof solar beam to normalto water surface)using
%
K a + b* = _(I - mo F) (5)
cos 9o cos 0o
where F = 1 - B and 9 = _olar zenith angl.e.Accordingto _reference2,
equation (5) is valid _or mo _ 0.6 and should be applicablefor these tests.
Radiancedata were obtained from measurementsmade with the rapid-
scanningspectrometer(.seetable I). Upwe]l_edra:dia_ncedistributionswith
wavelength for the 99 percentdiffusereflector(whi:'tecard) and for the
five water mixtures are shown in fiqureslO and If. Reflectanc.emeasurements
as a functionof wavelength,derivedby normalizingthe data i:nfigure17 to
the white card measurementsof figure lO, a,reshown in figure 12.. Spect:ra]
resolution.was6 nm for the white card measu:rementsand 16 nm for the
mixtures.
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Calvert clay is red due t(_ the iron content and this property i_
indicated by the trends shown in figure 12 for mixtures MI-07, MI-O_, ano
MI-09. Also, data reported in reference 12 showed similar trends of spectral
reflectance with wavelength for mixture concentrations between 4 ppm and
173 ppm and spectral resolution of 32 nm. In figure 12, the reflectance
increased only slightly with _ for the mixture with the lowest concentration
of clay (6.1 ppm) MI-07 for wavelengths below 600 nm. As the concentration
" of clay increases, the change in Pz with _ increases and peaks at 600 nm.
Addition of the nonfluorescing dye to MI-09 did not change the reflectance
significantly above _ = 600 nm but below _ : 600 nm, the shape of the curve
was determined by the absorptance peak of the dye near 500 nm.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Remotely sensed spectral reflectance, optical properties, and limited
chemical and physical propertieshave been measured for three mixtures
containing filtered, deionized water and Calvert clay and two mixtures
containing filtered, deionized water, Calvert clay, and a nonfluorescing dye.
Total suspended solids range from 6.1 ppm for MI-07 to 24.3 ppm for MI-II.
Attenuation coefficient, m , at 550 nm increased from 4.8 m-I for MI-07 to
21.3 m-I for MI-II. Particle sizes for all samples were between 1.5 _m and
I0 _m with the most frequently occurring size less than 2 IJm.
Trends in the volume-scattering function B(@), with phase angle, 8,
were typical. Generally, for a specific mixture B(@) decreased at the
higher wavelengths but increased at all phase angles as particle count
increased. Variations in m and a with wavelengths above 600 nm were
similar for all five mixtures while MI-07, MI-08, and MI-09 were similar at
all wavelenghts. In mixtures MI-IO and MI-II, m increased below 600 nm due
to the strong absorption characteristics of the nonfluorescing dye.
Variations in s with _ were similar for all mixtures. Backscattering
coefficient spectra were practically invariant with _ below 700 nm a_d
decreased slightly for _ > 700 nm. Similar trends were observed for mo
and K spectra, especially for mixtures without the dye (MI-07, MI-08, and
MI-09) and for b*/s spectra. However, significant spectral variations were
observed in the b*/a spectra for all mixtures. Reflectance increased at
all wavelengths as the concentration of Calvert clay increased. The
reflectance spectra peaked near L = 600 nm for all mixtures. The non-
fluorescing dye decreased the reflectance peak value but had practically no
effect for _ > 600 nm. Below _ : 600 nm, the spectral variation of the
mixture containing the nonfluorescing dye was significantly different from
the othermixtures.
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TABLE I.- CAPABILITIES OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
INSTRUMENT MEASUREDPARAMETER RANGEOF MEASUREMENT INACCURACY WAVELENGTHOF MEASUREMENT SPECTRALRESOLUTION
SAS_ e 0.08m-I £ e < 325m-1 <5% l i0 nm
SPACI2 a 0.i m -I < a < 15 m-I <10%a 400 nm to 800 nm i0 nm
in
S_MI B(e) 0.375°_<o! 1.5° <12%8(8) ionm
50 nm increments
MODIFIEDBP3 8(8) 200 < 8 < 160° <20%8(0) l0 nm
h00 nm %0 800 nm
RSS_ L VARIABLE 5
z <5%L i_ 6 nm5
4 nm increments
!S_al!Angle ScatteringMeter
2SPectralAbsorptionCoefficientInstrument
_ride-FhoenixLightScatteringPhotometer
_apidrScanSpectrometer
5Depends:on instrumentsettings
• • |
TABLEII.-TEST-WATERCONDITIONS
MIXTURE 1 MI-07 -- MI-08 MI-09 MI-IO MI-II
DESCRIPTION FILTEREDDEIONIZED MIXTURE1 PLUS MIXTUREMI-07 MIXTUREMI-08 MIXTUREMI-09 MIX_E MI-10
WATER i00 GM CALVERT PLUS125 GM PLUS 125 GM PLUS225 M£ PLUS 225 M£
CLAY CALVERTCLAY CALVERTCLAY NONFLUORESCING NONFLUORESCING
DYE* DYE
Totalsuspendedsolids,ppm 0 6.I 13.i 22.2 24.2 2h.3
Nonfluorescingdye 0 0 0 0 Jconcentration,ppm 20 40
Iron,mg/£ - 0.07
0.12 0.19 0.18 0.24
Particlesizerange,_ - 1.5 - i0 [ -?
i 1.5 - I0 1.5 - i0 1.5 - I0 1.5 - i0
Most frequent particle - <2 <2 <2
size,_ <2 <2
a
-'--u-----------
Attenuationcoefficient - h.81 9.82 lb.66
at 550 nm 18.28 21.34
Secchidiskdepth,m - i.27 0.69 0.53 0.38 0.13
InherenzC.I.E.chromaticity
-_ (a)color
(b)purity _ 59591 58220 I 583 611 I 630J .L 25 r 33 3h
* Sauer's red color, strawberry shade. Contains: water, propylene, glycol, U.S. certified F.D.&C. red #40 and blue #1. 2.5% pure dye.
TABLEIII.-OPTICALPROPERTIES
(a)_-o7
VolumescatteringFunction
Wavelength, nm
SCATTERINGANGLE,DEG hS0 500 550 600 650 700 750 800
0.37h .34718E+03 .26380E+03 .20845E+03 .17024E+03 .14019Ee03 .13h27E+03 .11369E+03 .I0277E+03
0.751 .31551E+03 .25h16E+03 .20827E+03 .17943E+03 .14019E+03 .lh304E+03 .11369E+03 .10277E+03
1.h90 .18841E+03 .15056E+03 .12980E+03 .10223E+03 .99061E+02 .95663E+02 .80809E+02 .75539E+02
25.000 .lOO14E+Ol .10442E+01 .10262E+01 .99318E+00 .98039E+00 .99830E+00 .96746E+00 .94390E+00
30. .62779E+00 .64700E+00 .60_84E+00 .61361E+00 .59277E±00 .59997E+00 .57440E+00 .57393E+00
_5. .21664E+00 .22445E+00 .21012E+00 .2104_E+00 .21107E+00 .20954E+00 .19552E+00 .18448E+00
60. .99175E-01 .99539E-01 .84537E-01 ,10D30E+00 .93108E-01 .8945£Er01 .85400E-01 .82912E-01
75. .54_94E-01 .56503E-01 .45738E-01 .60771E-01 .50400E-01 .52386F_01 .h7309E-01 .45504E-01
90. .35818E-01 .36205E-01 .35378E-OI .42Q87E-01 .33239E-01 .34002E-01 .30189E-01 .28491E-01
105. .28693E-01 .28495E_01 .27755E-01 .31566E-01 .26137E-01 .25402E-01 .23300E-01 .21727E-01
120. .25323E-01 .25860E-01 .24921E-01 .29402E-01 .23080E-01 .23426E-01 .20362E-01 .19268E-01
i35. .26094E-01 .26544E-01 .24726E-01 .30582E-01 .23080E-01 .22734E-01 .20464E-01 .19370E-01
150. .32i60E-01 .32496E-01 ._0296E-01 .30976E-01 .28406E-01 .28565E-01 .25022E-01 .24289E-01
155. .40151E-01 .40694E-01 .34987E-01 .48578E-01 .33239E-01 .34496E-01 .29784E-01 .28081E-01
5.87 5.09 4.81 4.65 4.47 h.62 6.69 5.69
a .82 .64 .48 .53 .49 .65 2.80 2.41
_ (meas_ 5.05 4.45 h.33 4.12 3.98 3.97' 3.89 3.28
S (_"t_ 5.66 5.35 5.25 4.51 4.69 4.65 4.28 4.02
b* .19 .19 .18 .22 .17 .17 .15 .14
..... ii r fill .... _ .....
i ii I •
TABLEIII.-CONTINUED
(b)MI-_
VolumeScatteringFunction
Wavelength,nm
SCATI_INGANGLE, DEG 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800
0.37_ .83885E+03 .65854E+03 .53144E+03 .44756E+03 .38682E+03 .35039E+03 .31043E+03 .29071E+03
0.751 .64320E+03 .52968E+03 .44580E+03 .39115E+03 .31785E+03 .33007E+03 .29973E+03 .27628E+03
1.490 .36551E+03 .30061E+03 .26291E+03 .2-1754E+03 .21049E+03 .20216E+03 .17085E+03 .16992E+03
25. 19694E+01 .20365E+01 .20051E+01 .18108E+01 .19773E+01 .20836E+01 .1962_IE+01 .18767E+01
30. .12393E+01 .12393E+01 .12400E+01 .I1306E+01 .12380E+01 .12788E+01 .12229E+01 .I1799E+01
45. .42188E+00 .4315YE+00 .42302E+00 .43193E+00 .42574E+00 .43729E+00 .40245E+00 .39393E+00
60. .19779E+00 .19499E+00 .19084E+00 .17931E+00 .19506E+00 .20032E+00 .18343E+00 .17467E+00
75. .III20E+00 .II179E+00 .I1257E+00 .I1748E+00 .I0955E+00 .II178E+00 .I0038E+00 .96624E-01
90. - .74870E-01 .73055E-01 .72643E-01 .76935E-01 .72056E-01 .73330E-01 .65158E-01 .62155E-01
105. .58656E-01 .56503E-01 .46813E-01 .59093E-01 .55044E-01 .55265E-01 .49188E-0i .48683E-01
120. .53393E-01 .50177E-01 .50393E-01 .55118E-01 .49611E-01 .50079E-01 .43439E-01 ,41715E-0i
135. .53393E-01 .59657E-01 .50393E-01 .52115E-01 .47562E-01 .48290E-01 .42161E-01 .40786E-01
150. .61543E-01 .55983E-01 .54878E-01 .50613E-01 .52015E-01 .51241E-01 .43804E-01 .42087E-01
155. .70116E-01 .58930E-01 .60242E-01 .55118E-01 .56023E-01 .56249E-01 .48549E-01 .46825E-01
a 11.52 10.50 9.82 9.53 9.09 9.06 10.83 9.66
a 1.35 1.20 1.12 1.04 .96 1.04 2.86 2.52
s (meas) 10.17 9.30 8.70 8.49 8.13 8.02 7.97 7.14
oo"J s (1,t) ll.02 10.75 9.97 8.81 9.21 9.36 8.15 7.97
b* .38 .35 .35 .36 .34 .34 .30 .29
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TABLEIII.-CONTINUED
(c) _-o9
Volume Scattering Function
Wavelength, nm
SOATmmZ_G ANOLE,DES _50 500 550 6O0 650 700 750 800
0.374 .10022E+04 .78817E+03 .61434E+03 .52959E+03 .44573E+03 .41658E+03 .367h0E+03 .32336E+03
0.751 .79186E+03 .65561E+03 .55621E+03 .h9313E+03 .4037hE+03 .42646E+03 .38448E+03 .35381E+03
Z.h90 .hT959E+03 .31999E+03 .33996E+03 .27923E+03 .26994E+03 .25864E+03 .21568E+03 .20787E+03
25. .30031E+01 .30354E+01 .30945E+01 .27559E+01 .30336E+01 .31175E+01 .29568E+01 .29907E+01
30. .18492E+01 .19123E+01 .1936oE+oi .17501E+0i .19634E+01 .19617E+01 .18382E+01 .18681E+01
45. .65239E.00 .65641E+00 .66865E+00 .68976E+00 .66869E+00 .68618E+00 .60995E+00 .62126E+00
6_. .3!510E+00 .31113E+00 .31022E+00 .28747E+00 .31624E+00 .31908E+00 .29996E+00 .28679E+00
75. .16654E+00 .17681E+00 .17261E+00 .18452E+00 _17462E+00 .17582E+00 .15959E+00 .15682E+00
90. .i1687E+00 .i1838E+00 .ll818E+00 .12354E+00 _11748E+00 .I1965E+00 .10611E+00 .I0283E+00
I05. .91719E-01 .88786E-01 .93300E-01 .I0057E+00 .9012_E-01 .87909E-01 .80296E-01 .77039E-01
120. .81364E-01 .81956E-01 .81638E-01 .91070E-01 .79583E-01 .80502E-01 .70h36E-Ol .68813E-01
135. .82843E-01 .8!956E-01 .81638E-01 .8_903E-01 .74111E-01 .79606E-01 .72776E-01 .66927E-01
150. .I0207E+00 .I0093E+00 .99520E-01 .91070E-01 .94952E-01 .97677E-01 .85226E-01 .83809F_01
155. .i1613E+00 .ll6iOE+O0 .I1507E+00 .I0849E+00 .I1507E+00 .I1803E.00 _1044hE+00 .96835E-01
& 17.01 15.74 14.66 13.82 13.08 12.76 14.21 12.86
& 1.45 1;26 1.16 1.07 .99 1.08 2.83 2.56
s (meas) 15.56 14.48 13.5o 12.75 12.o9 i1.68 11.38 lO.3O
s (int) 16.43 14.80 14.36 12.60 12.86 13.04 11.68 11.63
b* .60 .59 .60 .63 .58 .59 .53 .5o
TABLEIZZ.-CO_ZrUED
MZ-10
Volume Scattering Function
Wavelength, nm
SCAi_I_ERINGANGL_, DEG _50 500 550 600 650 700 750 800
0.374 .13138E+04 .I0097E+04 -83023E+03 .73203E+03 .63712E+03 .49038E+03 .52825E+03 .48151E+03
0.751 .92519E+03 .75660E+03 .65494E+03 .59361E+03 .59461E+03 .52678E+03 .47971E+03 .h4226E+03
1.390 .52425E+03 .43370E+03 .38962E+03 .32695E+03 .31765E+03 .30763E+03 .25700E+03 .25337E+03
25. .30198E+01 .32913E+01 .31601E+01 .28235E+01 .31349E+01 .32057E+01 .30633E+01 .30183E+01
30. .19728E+01 .20073E+01 .19602E+01 .17988E+01 .19162E+01 .20230E+01 .19036E+01 .19633E+01
45. .68017E+00 .32766E+00 .69090E+00 .74230E+00 .68907E+00 .69093E+00 .66465E+00 .65988E+00
60. -31409E+00 .33061E+00 .32123E+00 .30588E+00 .32116E+00 .32835E+00 .3031qE+O0 .29769E+00
75. -18_75_+00 .15497E+00 .17813E+00 .19582E+00 .17629E+00 .18440E+00 .16396E+00 .16290E+00
90. .i1823E+00 .12029E+00 .I1626E+00 .13358E+00 .I1881E+00 .I1905E+00 .I0638E+00 .I0502E+00
105. .93300E-01 .94459E-0i .91673E-01 .10171E+00 .91212E-01 .91813E-01 .81581E-01 .78971E-01
120. .86891E-01 .84866E-01 .83475E-01 .94116E-01 .82781E-01 .82476E-01 .72383E-01 .72025E-01
135. .86178E-01 .85604E-01 .84220E-01 .94116E-01 .82014E-01 .83255E-01 .71903E-01 .73431E-01
150. .I0_26E+00 .99625E-01 .I0360E+00 .I0474E+00 .I0424E+00 .i0426E+00 .90379E-01 .89308E-01
155. .13034E+00 .I1660E+00 .12074E+00 .12523E+00 .12494E+00 .12838E+00 .II037E+00 .II163E+00
21.41 2_.46 18.28 15.91 15.21 14.87 16.17 ih.49
a 3.53 5.96 2.56 1.38 1.16 1.33 3.01 2.74
s (meas) 17.88 17.5o 15-72 14.53 14.05 13.54 13.16 11.75
s (1.t) 16.o5 14.39 15.51 13.68 14.87 13.96 12.75 12.21
b* .63 .62 .61 .67 .61 .62 .54 .54
(J1
TABLEIII.-CONCLUDED
(e)M-I-ll
VolumeScattering Function
Wavelength, nm
SCATI_RINGANGLE,DEG h50 500 550 600 650 700 750 800
0.374 .12956E+04 .I0259E+04 .82738E+03 .73009E.03 .64063E+03 .59009E+03 .52746E+03 .47971E+03
0.751 .95393E+03 .79206E+03 .67476E+03 .61670E+03 .50311E+03 .52560E.03 .46909E+03 .43196E+03
1.490 .54361E+03 .44750E+03 .39886E+03 .3h335E+03 .33619E+03 .32844E.0q .2792_E+03 .27702E+03
25. .32556E+01 .35029E+01 .324h3E+Ol .29547E+01 .33746E.01 .33281E+01 .31535E+01 .30922E+01
30. .20023E+01 .21626E+01 .20295E+0i .18830E+01 .19735E+01 .21423E+01 .19581E+01 .19386E+01
45. .70012E+00 .75312E+00 .69032E+00 .71895E+00 .69374E+00 .70082E+00 .65822E+00 .6h327E+O0
60. .32556E+00 .35714E+00 .3@152E+00 .29845E+00 .33294E+00 .32_40E100 .29647E+00 _29640E.00
75. .17993E+oo .18580E+00 .17967E+00 .18681E100 .17325E+00 _18209E+00 .165i_E+00 .15942E+00
90. .I1832E+00 .12260E+00 .12075E.00 .i2652E+00 .II901E+00 .I1935E+00 .I0538E+00 .IO09hE+O0
105. .9i016E-01 .95948E-01 .93109E-01 .96753E-01 .89637E-01 .89515F_01 .79427E-01 .75142E-01
I_0. .819i4E-01 .868!0E-01 .82198E-01 .90055E-01 .80593E-01 .81865E-01 .7203hE-01 .67932F,-01
135. .83314F_01 .83764E-01 .80743E-01 .88566E-01 .79091E-01 .81865E-01 .71563E-01 .66170E-01
150. .95916E-01 _9214_E-01 .90!99E-0i .87822E-01 .93403E-01 .90281E-01 .80999E-01 .77385E-01
i55. .I0642E+00 .98232E-01 .I0184E+00 .99730E-01 .I0094E.00 .I0635E+00 .93582E-01 .88921E-01
24.36 30.04 21.32 16.92 16.02 15.55 16.99 15.29
a 5.15 ii._ 4.06 1.56 1.25 1.35 3.13 2.57
s (meas) 19.21 18.55 17.28 15.36 14.77 12.20 13,86 12.92
s ((nt) 17.96 17.19 15.57 13.95 16.63 14.32 13.48 13.24
5" .59 .60 .58 .61 .57 .58 .51 .49
TABLE IV.- SINGLE SCATTERING ALBED0. s/e
WAVELENGTH, NM MI-07 MI-08 _ MI.10 MI-II
450 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.79
500 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.75 0.62
m
550 0.90 0.89 0.92 0.86 0.81
600 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.91 0.91
650 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.92
700 0.86 0.89 0..92 0.91 0.91
750 0.58 0.74 0.80 0.81 0.82
800 0.58 0.7h 0.80 0.81 0.83
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TABLE V.- BACKSCATTER COEFFICIENT RATIOS
(a)b*/a
WAVELENGTH, NM MI-07 MI-08 MI-09 MI-10 MI-II
450 0.232 0.281 o.414 0.178 o.115
500 0.297 0.292 0.468 0.1o4 0.052
550 0.375 0.313 0.517 0.238 0.143
600 0.415 0.346 0.589 0.486 0.391 .
650 0.347 0.354 0.586 0.526 0.456
700 0.262 0.327• 0.546 0.466 0.430
750 0.054 0.1o5 0.187 0.179 0.163
800 0.058 0.115 0.195 0.197 0.191
(b)b*/s
WAV_L_NGTH. NM _ MI.08 _ MI-10 MI-ll
450 0.038 0.037 0.039 0.035 0.031
500 0.043 0.038 0.041 0.035 0.032
550 0.042 0.040 0.044 0.039 0.034
600 0.053 0.042 0.049 0.046 0.040
650 0.043 0.0_.2 0.050 0.043 0.039
700 0.043 0.042 0.051 0.046 0.041
75O 0,039 0.038 0.O47 0..041 0.037
800 0.043 0.041 0.049 0.046 0.038
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TABLE Vl.- DIFFUSE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT
WAVELENGTH . NM MI-07 MI-08 MI-09 MI-10 MI-II
450 1.04 1.78 2.11 4.29 5.92
500 0.86 1.60 1.91 6.78 12.46
i
550 0.68 1.52• 1.81 3.27 4.78
600 "0.77 1.44 1.75 2.11 2.24
650 0.68 1.34 1.62 1.82 1.88
700 0.85 1.42 1,72 2.01 1.99
750 3.04 3.26 3.46 3.67 3.75
800 2.63 2.90 3.15 3.38 3.15
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TABLE VII.- RADIANCE VERSUS WAVELENGTH FOR THE
WHITE CARD AND EACH MIXTURE
A
1 .,.,mw/nm I"u_^''cmZ-st
........'' ' ..... I M 0 ' ' •
_,=n wmu_CAP_I_ MI-o7 T_8 MI-09 MI-lOI Mz-11 ,I;
" • • . " L"".....' ...... '...... . " ....-- I
200 6.17xi0"3 O.073xi0-3iO.080x10-3:O.080x10"3 0.061x10-3 0.066xi0-3, I i
_20 1 i0.27 0.143 0.164 ] 0.183 ' 0.117 0.113
_40 i 12.11 0.162 0.211 i 0.240 0.155 0.122
, i i
460 ' i3.05 0.193 0.235 _ 0.286 ' 0.16o 0.122
480 ; i_.82 O.205 O.263 I O.315 O.127 O.103i
500 12.29 O.175 O.249 O.296 O.085 O.061
i
520 11.58 O.167 O.230 O.28:2 O.070 O.047
5_0 11".93 0.171 0..244 O.310 O.089 O.052
560 12,23 0 •188 O.277 O.348 0.183 : O.117 I
580 12.1_6 i 0.195 0.319 0.394 0,296 ' 0.205
I
l
600 12._I 0•214 0.338 ., 0.hh6 0.390 0.352
620 12.82 0.190 O.315 O.423 0.394 O.385
6_0 13.23 0.168 o.301 0.41.3 0,387 0.392
660 12.29 0.149 0.270 0;362 0;371 0,369
680 11.99 0 .136 0.251 0.343 0.3_9 0.336 i!I
700 12.93 0 .122 O.242 0.319 0.324 O.3:38 !
720 10.52 0 •093 0.195 0.249 0;272 0.275 iI
740 10.76 0 .052 0._08 0,178 _ 0;178 i0,!93 '-
760 3,1.29 0 .038 0.089 0.141 i 0.1!3 0,136 :. !
! . I
780 14.11 0.054 1 0.136 , 0.16o _ " '0.!36 0 i.l,h!
' 0.113 0.117 }800 iO.76 0.059 I 0;I17 ::O,146 t
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TABLE VIII.- REFLECTANCE VERSUS WAVELENGTH FOR EACH MIXTURE
PU (A )" percent _ ,I
I,nm MI-07 MI-08 MI-09 MI-IO MI-II
400 1.13 i.30 i.30 O.97 1.13
420 i.34 I.53 i.72 1.15 i.05
440 1.32 1.73 1.98 1.24 0.99
460 1.46 1.76 2.22 1.23 0.92
480 1.42 1.74 2.09 . o.88 o.67
500 i.46 2.03 2.44 0.65 0•49i
520 1.47 1.99 2.42 0.60 0.43q
540 1.42 2.01 2.60 I 0.75 0.42
560 1.55 2.29 2.86 E 1.47 0.98
580 1.52 2.57 3.13 " 2.41 1.85
600 i.69 2.74 3.63 3.14 2.82
620 1.48 2.42 3.28 3.04 3.04
640 i.29 2.27 3.i0 2.95 2.95
t
660 i.22 2.20 i 2.93 3.Ol 3.Ol
680 1.17 2.09 2.84 2.75 2.84
700 O.93 1.86 2.47 i 2.4_ 2.63e
720 i 0.86 i 1.81 i 2.38 t 2.57 2.574 46 ' 02 ' 1.67 1 67 1 77
760 0.35 l 0.80 ' 1.24 0.9T 1.24
780 0.35 t 0.99 } 1.13 _ 0.99 0.99
i i i '
800 _ 0•56 I.12 i.39 1.02 I.12
i i i
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Figure 4.- Attenuation~ absorption, and scattering coefficient.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- continued.
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Figure 6.- Backscattering coefficient spectra.
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Figure 7.- Single scattering albedo spectra.
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Figure 10.- White card radiance versus wavelength.
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